The claim that social practices have a relatively durable existence in space and time, and that their persistence depends upon their recurrent reproduction through necessarily localised performances is theoretically plausible, but what of the detail? How do the careers of practices and those who "carry" them actually intersect? In this paper we have two related ambitions. One is to show how selected practices are concurrently shaped by the ebb and flow of recruits and defectors and by what it is that cohorts of practitioners actually do. The second is to learn more about the relation between recruitment and reproduction by comparing the ways in which these processes play out in different situations. In taking these two ambitions forward through a discussion of digital and film photography and of floorball (a team game in which players use plastic sticks to hit a small ball into a goal) we explore ways of concretely examining processes that are implied in Giddens' theory of structuration (1984) and in Bourdieu's concept of habitus (1984). This exercise generates insights into the internal dynamics of practice and the methodological challenges of pinning them down.
Introduction
Reckwitz and Schatzki are certainly not alone in claiming that "social practices are routines" (Reckwitz 2000, 255) which are stable beyond time and space or in recognizing the recursive and co-constitutive relation between practice-as-entity, that is as a provisionally durable, "temporally unfolding and spatially dispersed nexus of doings and sayings" (Schatzki 1996, 89.) and practice-as-performance, that is to the "carrying out of practices" and the performing of specific doings and sayings (Warde 2005, 134) . More broadly, the contention that "the day to day activity of social actors draws upon and reproduces structural features of wider social systems" is a central element of Giddens' theory of structuration (Giddens 1984, 24) . Although also persuaded of the view that the reproduction of practice-as-entity supposes, relies upon and requires regular and relatively faithful or consistent enactment (i.e. performance) by cohorts of relatively faithful practitioners or "carriers" we want to stop the flow of argument at this point and pause to reflect in greater detail than usual on the relation between entity and performance and on how this unfolds.
There is, we suggest, more to say about how innovations in practice take hold, how new "carriers" are recruited, why some defect, and with what consequence for the expansion, contraction and careers of emergent and established practices-as-entities. More speculatively, how do practices capture and retain the resources and energies of active practitioners on whom their survival depends? The observation that performances are rarely entirely consistent and that practices change from within also deserves further and closer inspection. As Warde acknowledges, "The concept of practice inherently combines a capacity to account for both reproduction and innovation" (2005, 140) , but how do patterns and processes of recruitment (of practitioners) relate to those of reproduction (of practices), and vice versa? This is not entirely new territory and certain aspects of this agenda are already very well developed: there is, for instance, an extensive literature on socialization, learning and the initiation of novices. Fine sociological studies of how people learn to get drunk (MacAndrew, Edgerton 1970) ; have sex (Gagnon and Simon 1973) or maintain photocopiers (Suchman 1987) provide subtle insight into the shared foundations and conventions of "individual" action, and into the formation and reproduction of even the most private habits. More broadly, Goffman's writing reveals much about how situated codes and conventions are simultaneously defined, broken, policed and sustained (1991) . One common conclusion from this and similar work is that "rules" of social interaction are kept in place and kept alive through recurrent enactment. More than that, as many commentators acknowledge, participation in specific activities and avoidance of others simultaneously reproduces systems of distinction and individual identities (Bourdieu 1984) . Cashmore (2000) , Mahoney, Howard (2001) Westerbeek, Smith (2003) and Bourdieu (1993) consequently explain the relative popularity of different sports with reference to the social and symbolic significance of participation. And so we could go on. Rather than cataloguing more contributions of this kind, we highlight one persistent omission. For all that has been said about processes of being and becoming, and the social and psychological consequences of doing, there is rarely any explicit discussion of the other half of the equation, this being the parallel emergence, transformation and disappearance of the practices in question (e.g. drinking, having sex, mending photocopiers, playing games).
Across the social sciences, the tendency to frame matters of recruitment as matters of individual or social identification, or of social or psychic reward (Shoham 2000) , focuses attention in a similarly partial way, and in a way that again obscures the dynamic relation between practices and practitioners. Rather than holding "the practice" constant and seeking to understand who does it and why, we are interested in understanding how practices-as-entities are made and reproduced by their "carriers". As indicated above, such a move generates a number of closely related questions. If practices are to become established and endure on any scale they need to attract and retain recruits. How do they do it? What is it is that practices demand of those who do them, and how do these doings transform practices from within? In taking these questions forward we combine two already familiar ideas.
The first is that practices exist as sets of norms, conventions, ways of doing, know-how and requisite material arrays (Schatzki 2001) . As such they figure as something that actual and potential participants can join or withdraw from. At the same time, they are constituted through performance (Lewis 2004) . To borrow Reckwitz's example, football would not exist if people did not play it. And if people played differently, or if they invented different rules, 1 We make use of a qualitative study of digital photographers involving nine one to one interviews with a selection of amateurs in the UK; repeated visits and group discussions with members of a local camera club; a focus group with four seventeen year olds and a workshop exercise with eighteen teenagers all undertaken as part of "Designing and Consuming: objects, practices, processes", a research project funded by the ESRC under the cultures of consumption programme involving Elizabeth Shove, Matt Watson and Jack Ingram. Award no: RES-154-25-0011. Martin Hand also contributed to our work on digital photography. Our comments on floorball are based on a more eclectic combination of autoethnographic material, interviews with floorballing teammates and the results of our own exercises in "action" research in the UK. the game would change. Gomart and Hennion make a similar point, arguing that a rock concert, sculpture exhibit or session doing digital photography does not bring together "already existing objects, subjects and social groupings…-rather, this is a conjunctural event in which the relevant objects, subjects and social groupings are co-produced" (Gomart and Hennion 1999, 228) . On one side of the coin, practitioners are captured by practices. On the other, practices are defined and constituted through participation.
Our second guiding proposition is that the careers of practices and of practitioners interdepend. As Becker's (1963) work on marijuana users and jazz musicians reminds us, there is a social and temporal dimension to "doing" such that the relation between drug taker and drug taking is constantly changing. Continued participation and defection are always in tension but as Becker describes, jazz musicians and marijuana users experience moments of irreversibility as their practitioner-identities evolve (see also Sudnow 1978) . Our approach is similar but as indicated above, we are also interested in how practices are given shape and form by the actions and in-actions of past, present and potential practitioners.
If we are to track the trajectories of specific practices in these terms, we need to identify mechanisms and circumstances of enlisting and defection and show how they relate to patterns of normalisation, de-stabilisation and diffusion. This is easier said than done. Rather than searching for external explanations as to why some discretionary activities take hold and others do not, the methodological challenge is to home in on the details of what participation involves and how this changes.
In what follows we seek to investigate parallel processes of recruitment and reproduction with reference to two empirical cases. Before reporting on the results of this exercise we describe the reasoning that lies behind our selection of examples and the kind of data on which we draw. Our first decision was to concentrate on practices in which participation is discretionary and from which defection is relatively easy. Such cases are particularly demanding from the point of view of an emerging practice, and therefore also especially revealing. In picking candidates for investigation it made sense to select practices that are continuing to attract new recruits and in which what it means to participate is evidently subject to change and differentiation and in which processes of substitution, "invention" and transplantation are variously significant. For these reasons, and for others to do with methodology and access, we chose to concentrate on amateur digital photography-a fast developing pursuit distinct from but strongly related to film photography-and floorball, a team game in which players use plastic sticks to hit a small ball into a goal. Our observations are based on a combination of secondary data, interviews, autoethnography and action research.
1 Though not necessarily representative of either field as a whole, these empirical studies provide relevant insight into the relation between performance and entity and a glimpse of the macro-micro dynamics in which we are interested. We start with a discussion of how digital photography came into being, and of the experiences of those involved in keeping its various forms "alive".
Digital Photography
Like their analogue cousins, digital cameras have a lens, an aperture and a shutter. The difference is that they use a charge-coupled device (CCD), developed by researchers at Bell Labs in the late 1960s (NASA 2004) , to collect light and convert it into information which is then compressed and stored on a hard drive or memory card. Our research suggests that people who use these devices continue to draw upon traditions established by film, including the concept of an album, interpretations of photogenic situations and aesthetic "rules" like not cutting off the feet (Csikszentmihalyi, Rochberg-Halton 1981 , King 1986 , Spence, Holland 1991 , Slater 1995 Gustin 1998) . That said, digital photography-whether reproduced by casual "snappers" or devoted enthusiasts-is defined and constituted by distinctive forms of equipment, competence and know how, and by changing understandings of what amateur image making involves. As such it represents a substantially new practice, the details of which continue to unfold. When asked about how they first got into digital photography and about what it actually involved, people responded in various ways. For some, digital cameras helped stabilise and simplify already established genres of amateur photography: for others they opened the way for innovative, creative and often complex processes of taking, editing, sharing and viewing-all involving novel configurations of material, image and competence. As we show below, prior experience was crucial in framing the very idea of "going digital" and in shaping emergent styles of "doing" digital photography. Personal histories of practice are never entirely personal, hence the more general observation that digital photography has been and continues to be made by its relation to cumulative and collective expectations of using film. That said, very real differences in how people respond to digital are of immediate relevance for the development of new pathways, conventions and senses of possibility. In experimenting and extending the form, digital enthusiasts define new territory into which others might follow. Equally, more "faithful" and conservative practitioners keep already established photographic repertoires-especially of aesthetics-alive in the digital era. Digital photography is, in effect, being made by different but coexisting forms both of recruitment and of emerging practice.
Brief descriptions of the careers of four variously enthusiastic practitioners give a sense of how these processes work out in everyday life. We start with someone for whom the habits of film remain largely intact. John is in his fifties. Although he has had his Kodak Easyshare C300 for about four months he has yet to figure out how to delete pictures he has taken. He has only one memory card and when it is full or nearly full he takes it to Boots, 2 using the self service machine to print his photos and then clear the card. Caroline is much more energetically involved. When she acquired a digital camera she took care to pick a model that offered full manual control and to buy a new photo quality printer. Although aiming to maintain film-based photographic standards she has been caught by surprise. She finds that prints no longer matter (despite the new printer) and that it is more fun to play with colour and composition on the computer than to fiddle with the settings on the camera (despite paying extra for a model with manual options). Although she loves the whole process, it is definitely not photography as she knew it before. Donald, a keen amateur photographer for over forty years, was initially reluctant, seeing digital as a betrayal of "real" photography in which he had invested so much. He was, however, willing to borrow his wife's digital camera and was in the end persuaded to get one of his own. Now liberated from the strictures of film, Donald is at last becoming the photographer he always wanted to be, making strides technically and aesthetically and producing digital images of a quality that had eluded him before. Tim's experience is different. Also a keen amateur, he bought a digital camera in 2003, finally caving in to relentless pressure from his daughter. Four years on, he postpones downloading images and has no interest in manipulating them on the computer, arguing that he already has a "proper" camera that still works perfectly well. Even so, he cannot ignore the fact that the meaning and significance of photography is changing all around him. In particular, his daughter is now taking hundreds and thousands of shots, putting these images on the web rather than in the family album. These personal narratives illustrate the parallel existence of new and old technologies and practices and the extent to which they interdepend-albeit with opposing or at least unpredictable results. John, a truly solid "carrier" of a limited set of photographic conventions, effectively transports them across the digital divide-his memory card substitutes for film and the print machine for the developer, an arrangement that demonstrates the stability of his photographic performance and its capacity to endure despite going digital. Ironically, Caroline, a more committed practitioner is also the most experimental and in that sense the least faithful to the enterprise in which she is engaged. Although digital technology has finally allowed Donald to master image making according to ideals defined and framed by a life time of film photography, Tim remains reluctant. Not so his daughter who is already fully absorbed-taking and sharing pictures, swapping them electronically and developing her own methods and systems of selection, storage and deletion. These experiences imply that pathways and trajectories of future development are partly ready-made (by past experience) and partly shaped by the integrative efforts of amateur photographers who keep various, still evolving, forms pf digital photographic practice alive.
They also suggest that elements of practice-for example, ideas about what makes a "good" picture-can and sometimes do circulate, in this case between film and digital forms. Doing digital photography is therefore a matter of retaining, modifying and abandoning specific routines, meanings and concepts of quality inherited from film. More broadly, digital and film photography compete with each other within what is in effect a ready-made arena (Pantzar, Sundell-Nieminen 2003) . In other words in an arena in which the very idea of taking and sharing pictures is already established. At the same time, this is evidently not stable terrain. As new digitally grounded interpretations take root, film is literally edged out of the frame with the result that those who carry on with it do so for special reasons, and not because this is the normal thing to do. In short, the trajectory of "digital photography" appears to be moulded by the relation between coexisting modes of doing that are, in turn, routinely defined in relation to prior experience with film and willingness to defect from it.
In writing about digital photography we have been writing about a case in which technologies and competences enter territory already defined by film and by personal computing and in which new practices arise through specific integrations of new and existing elements. We use the development of floorball to emphasise somewhat different processes, first focusing on the "invention" of a game no one has played before and then on the kinds of recruitment and reproduction involved when practices like floorball are "exported" from one country to another.
Floorball
People have been playing games with balls and sticks for centuries yet the specific variant known as floorball has a relatively short history. Some trace its origins to the USA where street hockey was played in the 1950s but most agree that floorball, as it is practiced today, derives from a version developed in Sweden in the early 1970's. The story is that Carl-Åke Ahlqvist, a student at Gothenburg University, brought some plastic sticks in a toyshop in Holland. On returning home, he and his fellow students played with these sticks and discovered they were having fun. Ahlqvist started importing sticks through his father's hardware store and a few years later founded a company to manufacture them. His kits, including twelve sticks and a ball, were in turn exported to neighbouring countries. Over the last three decades there have been developments in stick design, in the range of associated accessories and in the halls in which floorball is played. However, the real transformation has been in the game itself and in how and by whom it is played.
Developing floorball
Floorball was introduced to Finland by students who visited Sweden in 1974 and who brought sticks, a ball and the idea of the game back home with them. Mika, who began playing in 1976, reminisces about his first encounter with a floorball stick "One week our football coach brought in six yellow and six red plastic hockey sticks and a plastic ball. We immediately began to play." Literally translated, sähly (early Finnish floorball) means mess and for the first decade this was a fitting description. As Mika explains "In the beginning the only rule we had was that the sticks could not be raised above the knee (high stick)." This unruly stage gave way to more organised forms of play-"Very soon we started to play in tournaments. After a while, new rules emerged to prevent people playing too violently".
As with so many other sports, competition set the scene for standardizing equipment and for further development in record keeping and rationalisation (Guttmann 1978) . The Finnish national floorball association was established in 1985 and the size of the goal and the court were fixed when Sweden, Finland and Switzerland founded the International Floorball Association a year later (1986). This ordering process has continued with the result that the current rule book runs to 50 pages and that even junior level matches require four officials including two referees, one to watch the clock and another to record the game.
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Floorball is easy to pick up and novices and casual players can have a good time. However, more devoted practitioners acquire experience and an array of techniques that make them better players. In following the rules of the International Floorball Association and in seeking to become more skilful, enthusiasts helped turn the messy version into something much more structured. Looking back, it is easy to see that floorball's institutional career has been shaped by pioneering players through whom the practice has been developed and reproduced. The individual and collective accumulation of competence has been vital for the development of the game as a whole and central to its emergence as an elite sport requiring a great deal of commitment and practice. The formalisation of the sport has, in turn, depended upon (and has at the same time generated) a hierarchy of competitions, leagues and championships through which serious players and teams progress.
The history of Finnish floorball would be a simple tale involving the co-evolution of the practice with the skills of those who carry it, were not for the fact that Finnish floorballers are not equally committed, nor are they all committed to the same version of the game. In reality, many continued playing older forms of sähly, taking no notice at all of new-fangled regulations. For these people floorball remains as much a social as a sporting event being defined not by goals and scores but by the cohorts of friends with whom they play. With floorball, as with digital photography, different versions have taken hold, some more organized and serious than others. The co-existence of different forms and trajectories is especially important for individuals who dip in and out of the game as illustrated by Mikko's more erratic career.
Mikko enjoyed playing the messy version of floorball at primary school but had no interest in joining a team-for him the rules and regulations took all the fun away. Years later, he was invited to play with colleagues in the sports hall where he works. He went along only to find that he was not up to the standard of those who had been playing together for several years.
There are two points to take from this. First, the persistence of serious or messy forms depends, in detail, upon who continues playing and who defects and on the types of competence that develop amongst these different populations. As Mikko's experience suggests, practices can develop in ways that alienate some fraction of previously loyal carriers. Second, and in some ways more important, processes of recruitment change as the practice itself develops. In thinking about how floorball has attracted and retained a critical mass of regular practitioners it is important to distinguish between the game as it was in the mid 1970s, and as it is defined and reproduced today. Floorball's first recruits were gradually drawn from a practice that did "exist" (handball or football) to one that they were themselves inventing (floorball). However, once the game was established as something that people might do, new mechanisms and routes of recruitment opened up. Now that the game is "organised" it is easy to find a place to play and people to play with. The persistence of informal versions of the sport is, in turn, important in capturing people who go on to become "serious" players. Floorball is not necessarily stable, either in terms of its image 4 or in how the game is played, but it has definitely arrived as a recognizable entity in Finland and Sweden and in a number of other countries too.
Exporting floorball
In the next part of the paper we reflect on what is involved in exporting floorball (as an already existing "entity") and in capturing new carriers in other countries and cultures. We do so in order to see how subsequent forms of recruitment and reproduction differ, if at all, from those that characterize the making of floorball as a distinctive practice in its own right. Table 1 lists the order in which different nations have joined the International Floorball Federation and gives a sense of the game's current reach and range and of the diverse environments in which it is played. In the context of the present discussion, transplanted practices simultaneously exist as recognizable entities in one location (by the mid 1990s, floorball rules, equipment and competences are well established in Scandinavia) and as fragile, provisional and novel configurations in others-for example, in Australia (Lai 2001) or in the UK. By implication, the process of "expanding" is, in effect, a process of making the game all over again: new recruits are required, competences have to develop from scratch and new habits have to take hold. At the same time, certain features, like the sticks, the balls and the very idea of playing already exist. With these issues in mind, we now report on our own deliberate efforts to introduce the game into two contrasting communities in the UK. Waterhouses, a village of around 300 households in County Durham, in the North East of England, has a village hall and an active community association (www.waterhouses.info). Although floorball is played the UK, no one in Waterhouses had heard of it until June 2004 when Elizabeth took some specially imported sticks along to the Friday night social club. There was enough interest to give the game a go and the hall was booked for this purpose the following Sunday morning. A small cohort of neighbours, including men and women ranging in age from 15 to 65, have been playing a version of floorball almost every Sunday since.
5 Over time, the Waterhouses floorballers have probably become more skilful but it is hard to say since they have no outside point of reference. As with as with sähly, there are almost no rules, teams are of three or four a side and no one keeps the score. For those who play, flooball which at first competed with other Sunday morning activities, has become an established routine in its own right: it is now something around which other events are arranged. The pattern may change 6 -regular players do occasionally drop out, mostly for reasons of ill health, holidays or other family commitments-but for the time being it seems that floorball has stabilised within this little niche.
Our second experimental site is Lancaster University. Again the method was to take the sticks along so that members of one department could give the game a go. As in Waterhouses, there was immediate enthusiasm and pressure to book the hall-this time a proper sports hall-for another game. Floorball is now played (almost) every Tuesday lunchtime, from 12.00-1.00pm. In this context it has to fit into the temporal texture of academic life, competing with meetings, trips away and various pressures of work, the details of which pan out differently for academics, administrative staff and students. Though started in Sociology, the game has recruited new players from the Institute for Health Research, and most recently from Geography. Numbers fluctuate from week to week; new recruits continue to arrive and previously committed players leave as contracts expire and as studentships come to an end. At the moment, we have something like six regulars and a much larger number of occasional visitors. Although there is an email list and a fixed booking with the sports centre, the game remains a "mess": there are still no rules (other than one about not lifting the stick too high), and still no one keeps the score. Yet these features are precarious: sometimes individuals do keep the score; new conventions-like starting again after a goal-have been introduced, and some games are undoubtedly pretty competitive. In Lancaster, floorball exists in the sense that there is a definite time and place in which it is played, yet its form, more fluid than in Waterhouses, is constantly open to change by and because of this varied flow of players. There is, in addition, a now real danger that some regulars will defect if winning becomes too important and if the big boys from Geography keep counting goals.
These two exercises in action research provide some insight into the detail of practice transplantation. As the horticultural reference suggests, the characteristics of the existing soil are important, as is the deliberate work of cultivation. In Waterhouses and in Lancaster social energy has been invested in encouraging people to play and in keeping the game "alive" long enough for it to emerge as an "entity" in its own right. While it may have indeed "captured" recruits, it only had the chance to do so having first been gently and carefully "carried" into these new settings and situations. Having "arrived", floorball has had to compete for time and energy with other rival practices. In Waterhouses it has displaced housework, family outings and other forms of leisure: in Lancaster, it is constantly threatened by work-related obligations. More positively, ideas about health, well being and exercise, have been important allies in attracting and retaining recruits in both locations. Critically, the fate of floorball depends upon its positioning in relation to other practices, some of which challenge and some of which support its continued existence.
A second observation has to do with the tension between routinisation and stability. In Waterhouses, with the same few people playing, the experience is fairly similar one week to the next. This is not so in Lancaster where a more varied set of players results in a more unpredictable and in a sense more lively form. Will these sites remain separate islands in the local evolution of floorball, will tendencies toward formalization (evident in the Lancaster game) develop or will these pockets of interest fizzle out in a few years time? Whatever happens, it is already clear that it is the players-and the detail of their variously recurrent performances-that literally make the game. As such, it is also clear that the metaphor of wholesale transplantation is misleading. Instead, the process has been one of introducing the materials (sticks and balls) and the idea of the game and of then discovering what new formulations of competence and practice emerge.
Recruitment and reproduction
We have used floorball and digital photography as cases through which to consider the dynamic relation between practice as entity and practice as performance as that is shaped by parallel processes of recruitment and reproduction. Before commenting on the implications of this exercise, some methodological qualifications are in order.
We have adopted a number of different techniques, combining secondary sources, interviews, autoethnography and action research in an effort to pin down the inherently elusive trajectories of practices as they play out in time and space. The results are perhaps necessarily unsatisfactory: descriptions of individual experiences and careers obscure "background" features-like the experiences of all other floorball players in Finland in the 1970s, or global changes in the technology of digital imaging. Meanwhile, generic narratives of how floorball spread from one country to another, or of how film photography is going out of fashion, routinely blot out the details of exactly what it is that floorballers and photographers actually do. In moving between these different forms of investigation and in identifying parallels and differences between our two cases we have tried to keep multiple representations in view. This juggling act is further complicated by the need to figure out when and where to set the limits of our enquiry.
For example, we could and perhaps should have said more about those involved not as practitioners but as promoters, developers and commercially minded activists. In thinking about digital photography it is surely relevant to notice that the technical qualities of digital cameras have changed dramatically over the last decade and that their average cost has plummeted. In designing and marketing new models, major players like Canon, Olympus and Sony fuel and follow emergent trends, increasing the number of pixels and adding as well as removing aspects of complexity and control. Meanwhile, floorball has grown from the ground up to the point that in some countries it exists as an institutionalized sport complete with sponsors, spectators, television coverage, branded equipment and iconic players. These features are partly outcomes of the fact that the practices in question have captured and retained carriers who are busy reproducing and transforming floorball and photography from within-without practitioners there would be no practice. At the same time, supporting and promoting interests and actors are integral and not external to the kinds of dynamics we have sought to describe. Taking an even broader view, we should probably also notice the development of a distinctive class of discretionary activities-hobbies, leisure, sports-the existence of which is itself sustained by the active reproduction of pursuits like floorball and photography.
These are, of course, persistent issues to be addressed, not problems to be resolved once and for all. In responding to them as we have, and in pursuing some but not other lines of enquiry, we have sought to engage with the two core questions with which we began: how do practices capture and retain practitioners and, second, how do practices change from within? We end by highlighting four main themes arising from this work.
First, new hobbies often enter our lives by accident and chance encounter. On this point, there is more to be said about the social structuring of opportunity and hence the relation between systems of inequality, power and the evolution of practice. As practices become more popular, so chances to participate change (it is currently easier to find a floorball team to join in Finland than in England). In addition, the details of recruitment and "capture", including prior experience and history, matter for the details of reproduction (for, example, for the kind of digital photography that is in fact performed, and for the type of floorball that is played). Whatever the circumstances, the more general point is that first exposure carries with it the seeds of further development both for potential recruits and for the practice itself. For an individual, the pattern seems to be one in which positive experiences give rise to processes of repetition and reproduction through which the new entity, be that floorball, photography or whatever, becomes part of an individual's life. In this way people become the carriers of practice. Other parallel processes including those of resistance and defection are just as important in defining the contours of a practice. The fact that practitioners' experiences change over time, as when the pleasures of novelty give way to those of familiarity (Becker 1963) , and that carriers have continuing careers are important reminders of the essentially dynamic nature both of recruitment and of reproduction.
Second, practices acquire a separate identity through repetition. Stabilisation consequently (but always provisionally) occurs as practices are replicated in increasingly faithful ways by existing and new practitioners alike (Pantzar 1993) . Social and psychological processes including those of socialization, learning or habitformation are important in explaining why everyday life revolves around so many repeated routines but if routines result in closure how do we account for novelty and innovation? The usual answer is that external conditions change. However, our discussion suggests that practices also develop from within or, more accurately, as a consequence of the continual re-positioning of practitioners with respect to the entity or practice they sustain and reproduce.
As indicated above, practitioners' careers are shaped by an inevitable accumulation of experience. Repeated performance has the dual effect of binding the practitioner more closely to the practice in question whilst also changing his or her relation to itwhat it is to do floorball or digital photography consequently evolves over the course of any one practitioner's career. Scaled up, this has cumulative and sometimes irreversible consequences for the career of the practice as a whole. At the same time, we observe a measure of indeterminacy generated by the also unfolding trajectories of other people, institutions and the elements of which practices are made. For much of this discussion we have treated practices as relatively bounded entities with independent "careers" of their own. It is, however, clear that the lives of practices intersect with sometimes supportive and sometimes corrosive consequences. We have, for instance, noticed a kind of "rivalry" between film and digital photography, and between floorball and other ways of spending time on Sunday mornings or Tuesday lunchtimes.
These synchronic relations have enduring if unpredictable implications for the longer term patterning and texture of the web of practices that constitute daily life. Taking a step back, this suggests that the self-transformative, self-perpetuating practices of each individual (artefact, human being or organization) are bound through reciprocation to those of others such that individuals and goods are embedded in larger systems. There are echoes here of Pred's (1981) analysis of the spatial and temporal intersection of what he refers to as individual and institutional "paths" and "projects". In traveling along their "daily" path, in sustaining some practices but not others, and in being drawn into collective projects-whether willingly or not-Pred argues that individuals shape their own future trajectory and the opportunities and possible practices open (or closed) to others. This results in the continual reconfiguration of always emergent forms of bundling, un-bundling, convergence and divergence between complexes of practice and those who carry them. Accordingly, instances of recruitment and defection are simultaneously significant for individual lives, for the careers of practices, for relations between practices and hence for the shifting fabric of everyday life.
Finally, our comments on processes of transplantation and transformation point to another set of issues that deserve further debate. As our discussion of digital photography demonstrated, constitutive elements of practice-like the idea of what constitutes a good photo, or competence in interacting with software-can circulate (for instance, between film and digital or between computing and photography) and combine in new ways and with new material artefacts. The "diffusion" of floorball arguably depends upon multiple forms of circulation as sticks and ideas about how to play are quite literally carried from one country to another. This is relevant in that although the game is new to Waterhouses and Lancaster, fresh recruits are using equipment the form of which has been stabilized by previous generations of players elsewhere (e.g. in Scandinavia, Switzerland and Canada). Though circulation is important, it is not the whole story. However much these materials might constitute "congealed" social relations they do not literally determine how the game is played. In this case, as with photography, transplantation, transformation and novel integration seem to coexist. This observation leads us to two conclusions. One is that there is not so much difference between the processes involved in the first "invention" of a practice and its adoption by others-even though the substance of the practice will surely evolve over time. The second is that that the elements of practice (sticks, images, competences) have a semiautonomous existence in the sense that they travel through but to a degree aside from the practices by which they are carried and reproduced. This is an important insight when thinking about the relation between practice-as-performance (involving the localized and immediate integration of elements) and always provisional but also more enduring and distributed practice-as-entity, and when thinking about how practices relate to each other.
In our introduction we suggested, somewhat provocatively, that we might think of practices as vampire like entities capturing populations of suitably committed practitioners (i.e. hosts and carriers) in order to survive. We have not gone quite so far as to attribute agency to floorball or to digital photography. Yet we recognise that by being drawn into such activities practitioners lend resources, sustenance and support to these emerging forms of fun. At the same time, we have argued that practitioners are not innocent carriers of readymade entities. Exactly what digital photographers and floorballers do is really important for what digital photography and floorball might become. Will digital photography result in new genres of image making, will the contexts and situations in which pictures are consumed and produced change beyond recognition? Will the cohorts of school children who have grown up with floorball turn it into something else? It is impossible to say. It is, however, clear that dictionary definitions (recruitment is derived from the French "recroître", which means "to increase again" (Fowler and Fowler, 1990) ) underestimate the very close relation between recruitment, reproduction and transformation. From the perspective of practices like floorball or photography, to recruit is also to change.
